Sample: Virtual Card statement and processing instructions

PRO TIPS…

- All virtual cards will be distributed in the mail
- The virtual card is not an actual hard plastic. An image of the card prints on the Virtual Card Statement with all the info necessary to process the payment
- Process as a credit transaction
- No PIN required
- Providers receiving paper remittances will receive the remittance and virtual card in the same envelope

For more information, please visit: UHCprovider.com/payment

STEP 1:
Type in the 16-digit number

STEP 2:
Type in the exact dollar amount

STEP 3:
Enter the 3-digit CVC

STEP 4:
Enter the expiration date and if requested, enter the payer address or zip code

Virtual Card Payment info:
16 digit card number
Expiration date
Payment amount
CVC number

Token number

Payer Name and Payer’s Call Center #

Payment number

Group number and name

Payer’s Address and Zip associated with this payment